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Abstract—Route leaks are one of the anomalies of inter-domain
routing that have the capacity to produce large Internet service
disruptions. Route leaks are caused because of violation of rout-
ing policies among Autonomous Systems. Unfortunately, there are
not many studies that formally and thoroughly analyze the route
leak problem. There exist few conventional solutions that can
be used as a first line of defense, such as route filters. However,
these palliatives become unfeasible in terms of scalability, mainly
due to the administrative overhead and cost of maintaining the
filters updated. As a result, a significant part of the Internet is
defenseless against route leak attacks. In this paper, we define,
describe, and examine the different types of route leaks that
threaten the security and reliability of the routing system. Our
main contributions can be summarized as follows. We develop
a rather basic theoretical framework, which, under realistic
assumptions, enables a domain to autonomously determine if
a particular route advertisement received corresponds to a route
leak. We reason the possible occurrence of route leaks in different
scenarios, with the aim of formulating requirements for their
identification, and hence thereof prevention to improve routing
reliability.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) protocol [1] is at

the core of inter-domain routing among Autonomous Systems

(ASs) in the Internet. Unfortunately, the implicit trust model

among the ASs for exchanging reachability information using

BGP makes inter-domain routing vulnerable to a number

of security threats. Attacks such as false prefix origination

and false route advertisement, have the potential to disrupt

Internet globally. Another inter-domain routing anomaly with

the potential to produce large scale service disruptions is the

“route leak” problem. Route leaks occur due to violations of

policies while exporting routes to a neighbor AS. The ASs

typically set their policies for exporting or importing routes

from a neighbor AS according to the business relationship that

they have with that specific neighbor. There are three types

of business relationships between any two ASs: 1) customer–

provider; 2) peer–peer; and 3) sibling–sibling relation. In the

customer–provider relation, the provider AS offers transit to

the customer AS. The ASs in the peer-peer relation usually

exchange only their customers’ traffic between each other,

whereas the ASs in the sibling–sibling relation typically offer

transit for each other.

A route leak occurs when an AS advertises a route toward

a neighbor AS that does not respect the agreed business

relationship between them. For instance, if a customer AS

starts offering transit between two of its providers, then it is a

route leak. Similarly, a route leak will occur if an AS advertises

routes learned from one provider toward a peer AS. We will

delve into these aspects later on, but in general terms, a route

leak entails a violation of the business relationship that rules

the interconnection of domains.

The main concern about route leaks is that they are a

common occurrence, and regardless if they are due to miscon-

figurations or deliberate attacks, they can lead to traffic loss,

sub-optimal routing, and more importantly, traffic hijacking.

For instance, in 2012, a multi-homed ISP leaked routes learned

from one of its providers to another provider, causing a

national level disruption in Internet service in Australia [2].

Another major route leak incident occurred the same year,

when one of Google’s peers improperly advertised Google

routes to its provider, knocking out Google services for around

half an hour [3]—we shall describe these two incidents in more

detail later in Section III.

Route leaks are apparently simple but hard to solve. This

is because the ASs keep the information regarding their

relationships and policies with other ASs confidential, which

makes the identification of policy violations a challenging

problem. Although there are orthodox countermeasures for

the route leak problem, including route filters, Internet Route

Registries (IRRs), and several BGP monitoring tools, they

become impotent in face of scalability, due to the high cost of

maintenance and dependence on third party information.

In this paper, we formally define and analyze the route leak

problem. We describe different types of route leaks and explain

how, where, and why they occur with the help of example

scenarios. More importantly, we show that, under realistic as-

sumptions and routing conditions, a single AS can detect route

leaks utilizing only the standard routing information available

at hand, and without needing any vantage point deployed in

the internetwork. Our approach targets inference and route leak

detection requiring neither changes nor extensions to the BGP

protocol. As far as our knowledge, our work introduces the first

theoretical analysis for autonomously detecting route leaks.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The related

work is briefly reviewed in Section II. Section III describes
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two real world examples of route leaks. The definition and

description of different types of route leaks, including essential

background information to understand the route leak problem

are explained in Section IV. Section V introduces the hypothe-

ses and formalizes the identification of route leaks. Finally,

Section VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

The primary difficulty in solving the route leak problem

lies in the secrecy of the AS relationships in the Internet.

There are several AS relationship inference schemes proposed

in the literature, including contributions such as [4], [5], [6].

The existing solutions typically infer the relationships between

any two ASs by analyzing the BGP data collected at different

points in the network, called vantage points. One fundamental

critique on such inference schemes is that their knowledge

base for inferring the AS relationships is partial, i.e., their view

of the Internet is restricted to the data collection points. Ager

et al. [7] highlight the limited nature of such AS relationship

inference schemes, by detecting far higher number of peer-

to-peer links within only one large Internet Exchange Point

(IXP), as compared to the number of peer-to-peer links in the

entire Internet discovered by well-known inference schemes.

Another methodology to resolve route leaks was proposed in

[8]. This method suggests to color each AS-hop in the AS-Path

according to the corresponding link type, e.g., an AS-hop is

“Green” if toward a provider, and is “Yellow” if toward a peer

or customer. This scheme requires new features on the control

plane, such as changes or extensions to the routing protocols

(e.g., to secure the coloring information in order to avoid

manipulations at every AS-hop). The details of this method are

out of the scope of this paper, so interested readers are referred

to [8]. It is worth mentioning that the security solutions

proposed by the IETF’s Secure Inter-Domain Routing (SIDR)

Working Group (WG) [9], namely, the Resource Public Key

Infrastructure (RPKI) [10], Route Origin Authorization (ROA)

[11], and Secure BGP (BGPSEC) [12] do not address the route

leak problem, since route leaks were out of the scope of the

SIDR WG. Indeed, the latter has recently requested the Global

Routing Operations WG [13] to define the route leak problem

before even attempting to address it.

Overall, the conventional methods to mitigate route leaks in-

clude route filters, Internet Route Registries (IRRs), and BGP

monitoring tools. The utilization of route filters on the BGP

routers between two ASs aims at filtering out routes that are

in violation—or are out of the scope—of the agreed policies.

The timely and accurate maintenance of route filters becomes

challenging as the number of allowed prefixes increase up to

thousands, due to the administrative burden. As a result, the

ASs prefer to rely on trust and do not maintain up-to-date

prefix filters—hence saving their high maintenance cost. The

YouTube incident in 2008 [14], and the Google incident in

2012 [3], could have been avoided if the route filters at the

provider PCCW were effective. The IRRs provide an online

structured database of route objects that can be used to auto-

mate the maintenance of the route filters. However, IRRs also

suffer from high maintenance cost because the route objects

in the IRRs have to be defined first and then kept up-to-date,

so the route filters can be automatically maintained. Besides,

IRR records are not maintained by all ASs, and existence of

duplicate, false, and incomplete records have raised questions

on the sanity of the information contained in IRRs. Finally,

the BGP monitoring tools analyze BGP data collected at dif-

ferent vantage points to detect irregularities. These monitoring

tools have to be trained on up-to-date policies to detect any

irregularity, thus causing similar administrative burden as route

filters and IRRs. Such monitoring tools are good as long as the

irregularities are observed at the vantage points, so strategic

attacks avoiding the vantage points can still succeed without

detection. Both, BGP monitoring tools and AS relationship

inference schemes depend on BGP data collected at different

vantage points. However, the former utilize the data to detect

irregularities against pre-defined policies, whereas the latter

use the data to infer the business relationships and type of

peering among ASs.

III. ROUTE LEAKS IN REAL WORLD

Internet service outages by virtue of the BGP shortcomings

are several in number, but only a few succeed to get mass

attention—it depends on the scale of the service disruption.

Two major Internet disruption incidents, that we refer to as

Telstra-Dodo [2] and Google-Moratel [3], have been reported,

and their apparent causes point out to route leaks. These prob-

lems were thoroughly analyzed, and the collected evidence

boils down to the violation of routing policies between ASs.

What could not be clarified is if they were due to intentional

(e.g., a traffic hijack attack) or unintentional misconfiguration

(e.g., a fat-finger problem) over the export policies of an AS.

Despite the traces and evidence left, we found that some

companies involved in these cases claimed that the issues

were due to hardware failures, thereby avoiding to mention

the possible case of route leaks [15]. Let us describe these

two incidents, which we consider clear examples of what route

leaks are and their repercussions.

A country-level Internet service disruption occurred in

Australia on February 23, 2012 [2], which was attributed

to a misconfiguration problem over an AS’s export policies.

Apparently, one of Dodo’s network (AS38285) edge routers

was misconfigured to export and offer all its internal routes to

one of its providers, namely Telstra (AS1221). The internal

routes that Dodo advertised or leaked to Telstra included

all routes learned from its providers. These provider-learned

routes enclosed all the exported routes of Optus (AS7474),

PIPE Internet Exchange (AS23745, AS18398) and the Equinex

Exchange (AS24115). Besides, Optus had a peer link with

Telstra and, as the latter learned the route to Optus through

Dodo, it preferred the customer path as “the best path” (i.e.,

all traffic coming from Telstra toward Optus was routed via

Dodo). This route leak incident turned into a snowball effect

when Telstra advertised the new set of Dodo-learned routes

to its provider, Telstra International (AS4637), which further

advertised them to its peers and customers. Eventually, the



disruption on the Internet service became visible once Telstra

started forwarding large amounts of traffic toward Dodo, which

was not equipped to handle the traffic volume. Therefore, the

peers and customers of Telstra International also started to

experience the Internet service disruption. This entire event,

illustrated in Fig. 6, occurred in less than an hour, causing

large scale connectivity problems across Australia.

Another major outage that directly affected Google’s ser-

vices over some portions of the Internet took place on Novem-

ber 5, 2012 and lasted for about 27 minutes [3]. In this case,

Google Networks (AS15169) experienced routing issues with

its peer Moratel (AS23947). In short, Moratel exported the

routes learned from its peer, Google, toward its providers, and

Moratel’s providers accepted the leaked routes and selected

them as the preferred ones. As a result, a large fraction

of Internet traffic destined to Google was transited through

Moratel, which was not prepared to handle the traffic load.

Whilst this problem was figured out and solved, Google’s

outage was seen from different segments of the Internet.

These incidents clearly expose the inefficacy of the tech-

niques and tools outlined in Section II. In summary, route leaks

represent a high risk and challenging problem that requires

new approaches and research efforts. This is precisely the

motivation for this paper.

IV. ROUTE LEAKS

Let us first define the terminology and the set of policies

that rule the routing among ASs.

A. Preliminaries

A “provider link” of an AS is a link that connects it to

its provider AS. Similarly, the terms “customer link”, “peer

link” or “sibling link” refer to a link that connects an AS with

a customer AS, a peer AS or a sibling AS, respectively. In

this paper, we focus on the two dominant AS relationships in

the Internet, which are the customer–provider and peer–peer

relationships, since the percentage of sibling relations in the

Internet is comparatively negligible.

Whilst the relationship between two ASs is business ori-

ented, pragmatically it is implemented through the BGP proto-

col. BGP provides complete flexibility for implementing route

export or import policies according to the defined relationship,

by means of several attributes associated with each advertised

route. For example, a provider AS will export all its routes

toward its customer ASs in order to attract traffic through its

customer links. We are more interested in the export policies,

as route leaks occur due to violation of business policies

through these exports. The guidelines used for exporting

routes (i.e., how to advertise routes depending on the type of

relationship with the neighbor AS) are referred to as valley-

free rules [4], and they can be summarized as follows:

Rule R.1. “Routes learned from Customers can be

further advertised to other Customers, Peers and

Providers.”

Rule R.2. “Routes learned from Peers can be fur-

ther advertised to Customers only.”

Rule R.3. “Routes learned from Providers can be

further advertised to Customers only.”

Therefore, in a customer–provider relationship, the customer

AS only advertises its own routes and the routes of its

customers cone (i.e., Customer’s Customer routes) toward its

provider AS. A customer cone of an AS is the collection of

all ASs that are reachable from an AS following only the

provider–customer links. On the other hand, the provider AS

advertises all routes toward its customer, hence providing it

transit to rest of the Internet. In a peer-peer relation, both

ASs only advertise their own or their customer’s routes to

each other. From the business perspective, the provider AS

charges its customer AS for forwarding its traffic to and from

it. Whereas in the peer–peer relation, the ASs do not charge

each other for exchanging each other’s customer traffic up to

an agreed threshold.

Consequently, ASs prefer a route received from a customer

over a route received from a peer or provider to maximize

their revenues. Similarly, ASs prefer a route received from a

peer over a route received from a provider for any prefix.

B. Defining Route Leaks

At present, there is no standard definition of the route leak

problem in the Internet community. The working group in

charge of securing inter-domain routing, namely, the SIDR

WG [9], has delegated the task of defining the route leak

problem to the GROW WG [13]. The reason for this is that

SIDR not only considers route leaks out of their scope but also

because their proposals, including RPKI [10], ROA [11] and

BGPSEC [12], fail to counter route leaks. There exist some

attempts in the literature from where we can extract the initial

understanding of the route leak problem. In [8], the author

defines route leaks as the advertisement of a non-customer

route over a peer or a provider link.

It is worth mentioning that a route leak requires neither

a false route origin claim nor a false AS-path advertisement

to succeed. For example, when Dodo network leaked Optus

routes toward Telstra, it neither needed to claim ownership

of Optus routes nor to advertise an inexistent path toward

Optus. The only violation was that Dodo advertised Optus

routes toward Telstra, against the business policy set on the

link between Dodo and Telstra. Therefore, a route leak can

only occur when exporting routes to a neighbor AS, and the

root cause is the violation of the business policy according

to the link classification between the two ASs. The valley-

free rules summarize the best practice guidelines for exporting

routes. In this regard, the valley-free rules can be used as basis

for providing an initial definition of the route leak problem.

Definition 1.“If a route is advertised by an AS

toward a neighbor AS, such that it is in violation

of the valley-free rules R.2 or R.3, then the route

advertisement is a route leak.”



That is, any route advertisement by an AS which infringes

the valley-free rules R.2 or R.3 is a route leak. Note that

rule R.1 cannot be infringed, since an AS can always export

customer routes independently of the business relationship

with the neighbor to which it is exporting the route to. Also

note that the valley-free rules are not necessarily upheld while

exchanging routes under complex AS relationships, e.g., under

hybrid relationships—these will be discussed later in Section

V. However, such complex relationships are quite uncommon

in practice, so the above definition provides a realistic and

quite general basis for our initial modeling of route leaks.

Using the above definition, we identify two possible types

of route leaks from the perspective of an AS which wants

to detect route leaks corresponding to the type of the link

they occur on, namely, Customer Route Leaks and Peer Route

Leaks. We proceed to describe them through examples.

Customer Route Leak: Consider the scenario shown in Fig.

1 (a). The AS b has a peer relation with AS a, and a provider

relation with ASs c and d, i.e., c and d are customers of b.

The AS c is multihomed with ASs a and b, i.e., c has two

providers, a and b. Let us consider now the propagation of a

route for prefix P1 owned by d, i.e., d advertises P1 : [d] to

its provider b. Following R.1, b forwards P1 : [b, d] toward its

other customer c and its peer a. In line with R.2, a advertises

P1 : [a, b, d] to its customer c. The traffic for a source in a and

a destination in d would follow the path [a, b, d], as shown in

Fig. 1 (a). In the case that c advertises a route learned from

one provider to another provider, i.e., advertises the route for

prefix P1 to its provider a, then a would receive two routes

for prefix P1, i.e., P1 : [b, d] via b and P1 : [c, b, d] via c, as

shown in Fig. 1 (b). As mentioned earlier, ASs usually prefer

routes learned from customers over routes learned from peers.

Consequently, the traffic between a and d will now follow the

path [c, b, d]. It is worth mentioning that, although the AS-

path length via b is shorter than the AS-path length via c, AS

a would select the customer route, since the latter is prioritized

by setting a higher value of the local-pref attribute, which is

evaluated before the AS-Path Length attribute during the BGP

route selection algorithm [1]. According to Definition 1, the

advertisement of prefix P1 by c toward its provider a is a route

leak, since it violates the valley-free rule R.3.

Peer Route Leak: Let us consider now the scenario shown in

Fig. 2(a). The AS c is multi-homed with provider ASs a and b.

AS d has a peer relation with AS e, and AS d and AS e have a

customer-provider relationship with ASs a and b, respectively.

AS a and AS b also have a peer link between them. Let us

consider the propagation of a route for prefix P1 owned by AS

c, i.e., c advertises the route P1 : [c] to its providers. Following

R.1, a forwards P1 : [a, c] to its customer d and b forwards

P1 : [b, c] to its customer e. By R.3, d does not advertise

the route to its peer e, and reciprocally. The traffic aimed for

P1 originated in AS d would follow the path [a, c] as shown

in Fig. 2(a). Now, if as shown in Fig. 2(b), AS e advertises

the route for prefix P1 to its peer d, the latter would receive

two different routes for prefix P1, i.e., P1 : [a, c] via a, and
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: [a, b, d] 

: [b, d]  

c : [b, d] 

: [d]  

Prefix  Origin 

(a) Before the route leak.
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: [b, d]  

c : [b, d] 

: [d]  

Leak 
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Prefix  Origin 

Customer-Provider Peer-Peer  Traffic Route Advertisement 

(b) After the route leak (AS c leaks a route
toward its provider AS a).

Fig. 1. Customer route leak scenario.
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(a) Before the route leak.
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c 

e 

: [c] 

d 
Prefix  Origin 

: [e, b, c] Leak 

Customer-Provider Peer-Peer  Traffic Route Advertisement 

:[b, c] :[a, c] 

: [a, c] : [b, c] 

(b) After the route leak (AS e leaks a route toward
its peer AS d).

Fig. 2. Peer route leak scenario.

P1 : [e, b, c] via e. Since d will prefer routes learned from

peers over routes learned from providers, the traffic between

d and c will now follow the path [e, b, c]. Note that similarly to

the case shown in Fig. 1, the path length via a is shorter than

the path length via e, but still d will select the peer route, since

d will prioritize it by setting higher the local-pref value. In

this example, the route P1 : [e, b, c] exported by AS e toward

AS d results in a route leak, given that it violates the valley-

free rule R.3. Observe that, the route leak examples shown

in Figs. 1 and 2 infringe rule R.3, but other examples can be

easily elaborated infringing rule R.2.



V. ROUTE LEAK IDENTIFICATION

The identification of route leaks is the first step toward solv-

ing the route leak problem. Thus, we systematically analyze

the various environments where route leaks are possible, and

then propose a mechanism for their identification using the

definition of valley-free rules stated in the previous section.

A. Identification

In our study, we assume that the route leak identification

analysis only uses readily available data, e.g., information

obtained directly from the routing tables—that is, from the

Route Information Base (RIB) of the routers. We particularly

exclude from our analysis data obtained from external sources,

such as route information imported from vantage points. In this

sense, our identification analysis focuses on what can actually

be inferred in a domain under realistic routing conditions, by

solely examining the routes received from its neighbors.

We start by defining two facts that we shall use later on

while formalizing the identification of route leaks.

Fact F .1.“A route leak can only be produced by an

AS on its peer or provider links”.

Given the definitions detailed in the previous section, we

know that an AS acting as provider cannot leak a route toward

its customers, since it inherently has the role of providing

transit to its customers, so it can advertise “all” its routes

toward them. Directly derived from F .1 and Definition 1, we

obtain the cases where a route leak is possible.

Fact F .2.“A route leak can only occur when an AS

receives routes from a peer or a customer AS, which

were imported by them from their respective peers

or providers”.

To illustrate this fact let us consider Fig. 3(a). Let us assume

a reference AS a in charge of identifying route leaks. Then

for domain a, route leaks can only occur as a result of routes

exported by its customer AS c or peer AS p. In the case that c

exports routes owned by itself, then such route advertisements

can never produce a route leak, since c, being customer of

a, can export its own routes to its provider. Similarly, p is

allowed to export its own routes to its peer a. Hence, it should

be clear that the advertisement of routes owned by a customer

or a peer ASs can never cause a route leak on AS a. In other

words, a route leak could only occur when a customer or a

peer AS exports routes that they imported from their respective

neighbors. Observe that, according to R.1, an AS can export

the routes it imported from its customers toward its providers

or peers, i.e., both c and p are allowed to export the routes

that they imported from their customer cones toward AS a.

Then, by using the facts F .1 and F .2 together, it is obvious

that the possible network topologies for the occurrence of a

route leak for AS a are the ones shown in Fig. 3(b). For the

customer route leak case, c could leak either its peer or its

provider routes to a. Similarly, for peer route leak scenario,

p could leak either its peer or provider routes to a. In any

a c a p 

a c 

d 

a c 

d 

a p 

d 

a p 

d 
(b) 

(a) 

Customer-Provider Peer-Peer  

(i) (ii) 

(i) (iii) 

(ii) (iv) 

Fig. 3. (a) Possible cases for the occurrence of a route leak on AS a; (b)
Possible neighbor links of AS a’s customers and peers that can produce a
route leak on AS a.

route leak scenario, there are at least three ASs involved; the

victim AS which receives the leaked routes, the route leaker

AS which leaks the route, and the owner AS which owns the

routes that are leaked. For example, in Fig. 3(b) (i), a is the

victim, c is the route leaker, and d is the owner of the routes

that can be leaked.

It is worth mentioning that a, the victim, is only aware

of AS relationships with its direct neighbors, but has no

information about the relationships that its neighbors have with

their respective neighbors. AS a can learn the identity of the

neighbors’ neighbors from the AS path information included in

the route advertisements, but remains unaware of their relation.

This is because an AS has limited knowledge of the network,

since the relationships and policies among ASs are kept confi-

dential. The challenge for AS a is thus to independently detect

route leaks despite the lack of information of its neighbors’

neighbors relationships.

Let us then consider a network topology scenario for

generalizing the local identification of a route leak. Figure

4 depicts the case where our reference AS a is the victim

receiving new route advertisements from its neighbors. The

goal is to examine under which conditions AS a can locally

validate these advertisements prior to inserting them in the

RIB and FIB tables of its routers. Domain b represents a

neighbor that is directly connected to AS a by a peer-peer

or customer-provider link, and it is the one that the victim a

suspects that is responsible for leaking the routes (the leaker).

Furthermore, c is a direct neighbor of b, which advertises valid

routes to AS b of the form [c, . . . ] (where “. . . ” refers to zero

or more ASs in the AS-path). These routes can be potentially

announced by b to a, e.g, through routes of the form [b, c, . . . ].
These announcements can be identified as leaks by the victim

if they are against the valley-free rules. However, from a’s

perspective, the announcements cannot be validated due to the

lack of information about the type of relationship between the

suspect b and its direct neighbor c.

We already stated that the minimum scenario required for

a route leak occurrence contemplates three actors: the victim,
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(a) Generalized topology for the
peer route leak.
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c 
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? 

(b) Generalized topology for the cus-
tomer route leak.

Fig. 4. Generalized topologies for route leak detection.

the leaker, and the owner of a route. However, for the sake

of generality, we consider the case when the suspect b leaks a

route imported from c, but that was originated by another AS,

e.g., d. Thus, the potential route that AS b would leak to the

victim a would be one learned from c toward d, of the form

[c, . . . , d]. Considering that the Internet is a connected graph, it

is sound to assume that before the leak occurrence, the victim

has a valid route to d, of the form [. . . , d]. When the suspect

AS b leaks the route to AS d to attract its traffic (i.e., AS b

advertises to AS a a route of the form [b, c, . . . , d]), the victim

will be in a position to observe a new route advertisement

for the same destination AS. This reference topology and the

general assumptions that we will make next shall be used in the

remainder of this Section, while formalizing the identification

of route leaks in Theorems 1 and 2.

Hypothesis H.1. “The state of the routing databases

of the victim AS is valley-free valid before the route

leak occurs.”

Remark: The purpose of our theoretical study is to capture

what the victim AS can infer upon a route leak. Therefore, our

analysis is focused on the transition from a valley-free valid

routing state to the routing state right after the leak. Later, in

Section V-C, we will discuss the engineering aspects about

how the victim can actually start the identification analysis

from a valley-free valid state. In summary, H.1 indicates that

any route contained in the initial state of the RIBs at AS a is

compliant with R.1, R.2 and R.3.

Hypothesis H.2. “An AS does not have a peer

relationship with the providers of its provider.”

Remark: This hypothesis is based on the assumption that a

provider AS is much larger than the customer AS in terms of

infrastructure. As shown in Fig. 5(a), it is very unlikely that AS

z 

x 

y 

Customer-Provider Peer-Peer  

(a) Hypothesis 2.

z 

x 

y 

(b) Hypothesis 3.

Fig. 5. Unlikely AS relationships among ASs.

x has a peer relationship with a provider of its providers, since

a very large provider z will have no economical incentives for

peering with a domain x at lower tiers of the AS hierarchy.

On the contrary, the incentive will be to charge AS x for the

transit traffic (cf. Fig. 5(a)).

Hypothesis H.3.“A cyclic chain of provider rela-

tionships among ASs is non-existent.”

Remark: This hypothesis means that we assume an Internet

that is loop-free in terms of provider-customer relationships.

As shown in Fig. 5(b), it is implausible that AS x is the

provider of the provider of its providers. It is a common

assumption in the literature that Internet topologies can be

modeled as Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) [16].

Now, given the valley-free rules (i.e., R.1–R.3), and the

hypotheses defined above, we proceed to formalize the condi-

tions for detecting peer route leaks (cf. Fig. 4(a)).

Theorem 1. Let the initial state of the routing databases of

an AS a contain the following:

• A direct route to a peer AS b, i.e., [b].
• An alternative route to the peer AS b via AS b’s direct

neighbor AS c, i.e., a route of the form [. . . , c, b].

Under the hypotheses H.1, H.2, and H.3, if AS a receives a

route from its peer AS b with AS-path [b, c, . . . ], then AS a can

identify it is a route leak.

Proof: According to R.1–R.3, AS b could only advertise

a route with AS-path [b, c, . . . ] to AS a, iff, AS c is a customer

of AS b. This is because if AS c is a peer or provider of AS b,

then AS b is not allowed to advertise routes learned from AS

c to its peer AS a. Let us suppose then that AS c is a customer

of AS b. We know that the initial state of the routing databases

at AS a contain a route to b with AS-path [. . . , c, b]. Now, a

could only receive the route to b with AS-path [. . . , c, b], iff,

AS a belongs to the customer cone of AS c. This is because

according to R.3, c would advertise its provider routes through

b only to its customers. But if a belongs to the customer cone

of c, then this contradicts the hypothesis H.2, that is, a has a

peer relation with the provider of its provider. Therefore, we

conclude that AS c cannot be a customer of AS b. This implies

that c is either a peer or a provider of b, and therefore, the

route advertised by AS b toward AS a with AS-path [b, c, . . . ]
is a route leak.

To illustrate the reach and potential application of Theorem

1, let us consider again the peer route leak example given

in Fig. 2(b). In practice, the route database of AS d would

have a route with AS-path [a, b, e] to e via b, plus the direct

route [e] to e in its initial state. The former is because a and

b would exchange customer routes with each other. Assuming

that the initial state at AS d is valley-free valid, the set up in

Fig. 2(b) is under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, so AS d can

autonomously conclude that the route P1 : [e, b, c] received

from AS e is a route leak.

We proceed now to formalize the detection of customer

route leaks (cf. Fig. 4(b)).



Theorem 2. Let the initial state of the routing databases of

an AS a contain the following:

• A direct route to a customer AS b, i.e., [b].
• An alternative route to the customer AS b via AS b’s direct

neighbor AS c, i.e., a route of the form [. . . , c, b].

Under the hypotheses H.1, H.2, and H.3, if AS a receives a

route from its customer AS b with AS-path [b, c, . . . ], then AS

a can identify it is a route leak.

Proof: Just as in the proof of Theorem 1, AS b could

only advertise a route with AS-path [b, c, . . . ] to a, iff, c is a

customer of b. This is because if c is a peer or provider of b,

then b is not allowed to advertise routes learned from c to its

provider AS a. Let us suppose then that c is a customer of b.

We know that the initial state of the routing databases at AS a

contain a route to b with AS-path [. . . , c, b]. Now, a could only

receive the route to b with AS-path [. . . , c, b], iff, a belongs to

the customer cone of c. This is because according to R.3, c

would advertise its provider routes only to its customers. But if

a belongs to the customer cone of c, then this contradicts H.3,

since there is a cyclic chain of provider relationships among

a, b, and c, that is, a is a provider of b, which is a provider

of c, which in turn is provider of a. We conclude that AS c

cannot be a customer of AS b. This implies that c is either a

peer or a provider of b. Hence, the route advertised by AS b

toward AS a with AS-path [b, c, . . . ] is a route leak.

It can be shown that if the initial conditions are met, then

Theorem 2 applies to the example illustrated in Fig. 1(b).

B. Example of Real World Route Leak Detection

Let us revisit the Dodo-Telstra incident explained in Section

III, under Theorem 2 and the hypotheses defined above. For

this case, the AS of reference, i.e., the victim, is Telstra,

AS t (cf. Fig. 6); the leaker is Dodo, AS d; and the leaked

route owner is Optus, AS o, and all its internal routes

exported toward its client Dodo. Assuming that H.1 holds

before the leak, the routing databases at Telstra contained:

{[d], [o], [o, d], [. . . , o], [. . . , x, o], [. . . , o, d]}. Observe that, the

victim, Telstra (t), has a direct route to its suspect client Dodo

(d). Also note that there are alternative routes to the customer

d via a direct neighbor of d, namely, Optus (o). Thus, the real

scenario depicted in Fig. 6 satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem

2. Hence, when AS t receives a route of the form [d, o, . . . ],
then it is in the position to detect it as a route leak.
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Unknown relation 
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Fig. 6. The Dodo-Telstra incident (a customer route leak case).

C. Discussion

Even though our proposals can be applied in many practical

situations (e.g., the Dodo-Telstra incident could have been

avoided), there are still some others that might not satisfy

the hypotheses of Theorems 1 and 2, and therefore, they need

further analysis. In the remainder of this Section, we discuss

the reach and limitations of the contributions in this paper.

Hybrid Relationships: The valley-free rules for exporting

routes serve as a reasonable stepping stone toward theoretically

modeling the route leak problem. However, the valley-free

export rules are not necessarily satisfied under certain complex

relationships between ASs, such as hybrid relationships. These

latter refer to cases where two large ASs have different rela-

tionships between them at geographically different points of

presence (PoP). For example, two ASs may have a customer–

provider relation in one region and a peer–peer relation in

another region. We contend that the analysis presented in this

paper may even stay valid in various hybrid scenarios, since

the routing information that is relevant for the detection is the

one contained in the routers in proximity with the occurrence

of the route leak—independently of the divergence on the

routing views at geographically separated areas.

Route Leak Propagation: Observe that our analysis can only

be used for detecting when a route leak is initiated. Detecting

route leak propagation is far more difficult than detecting its

initiation. The route leak propagation refers to the scenario

where the victim AS receives a route leak and forwards it

further to its neighbors. The victim AS may forward the

route leak to its neighbors according to the relationship it

has with them, which makes it more difficult for any AS

receiving the propagated route to detect it as a route leak. An

extended version of the customer route leak example presented

in Section IV is shown in Fig. 7. The AS a forwards the

leaked route P1[a, c, b, d] received from its customer AS c

to its peer AS e, which is allowed according to R.1–R.3.

The AS e further advertises this leaked route to its customers,

including AS f . Note that neither AS e nor AS f can detect

this route advertisement as a route leak, since they receive it

in accordance with the relationship that they have with their

corresponding neighbors. We leave the detection of route leak

propagation for future research.

Initial Valley-Free State: From an engineering perspective,
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Fig. 7. Route leak initiation and route leak propagation.



the hypothesis H.1 is reasonably achievable by many transit

domains, since route filters can be set to that end for a short

period. This will ensure that the routes imported up to that

stage are valley-free. Once this is guaranteed, the route filters

need not be maintained and could be removed. Observe that

the reluctance of providers for using filters does not lie on

their initial configuration, but rather on keeping them updated.

In any case, this method of applying and removing filters

is challenging for very large providers, and without SIDR’s

solutions in place, it can only be achieved through a chain of

trust during filter configuration. Further research is needed on

how to ensure that the initial state at the potential victims is

valley-free.

Cross Paths: This refers to the phenomenon when an AS

receives two routes, one with AS-path [. . . , x, y, . . . ], and

another with [. . . , y, x, . . . ], i.e., it has cross paths between

AS x and AS y. The observance of cross paths at the victim

AS involving the route leaker AS and the route owner AS

is the crux of Theorems 1 and 2 for detecting route leaks.

Due to the existence of different and complex relationships

among ASs, it may not always be possible for the victim AS

to observe cross paths between the route leaker and the route

owner. Figure 8 shows a variant of the customer route leak

example, where AS a cannot observe cross paths between AS

b and AS c upon a route leak at c. In the initial state, AS a will

have routes [c], [b], and [b, d] only. Clearly, this setting does

not satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 2. Observe, however,

that upon receiving the route [c, b, d] from AS c, AS a must

assume that AS b belongs to customer cone of AS c. This is

because this is the only valid possibility according to R.1–

R.3. Given that AS a has a direct peer link with AS b, AS

a concludes that AS b has a peer relation with the provider

of its provider, which violates H.2. This implies that AS b

cannot belong to the customer cone of AS c. Hence, AS a

can conclude that the route P1 advertised by AS c is a route

leak. The reason for which AS a is able to detect the route leak

from AS c without the cross paths is because in this particular

case, it has a direct link with the route owner AS, i.e., AS b.

Note that this might not be the case in practice. For instance,

consider the case where c is leaking routes from a peer b that

AS a is not connected to, and a does not have an alternative

route to reach c through b. We plan to address the problem of

absence of cross paths in our future research.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we studied a set of anomalies that threaten

the security and reliability of the inter-domain routing system,

which are referred to as route leaks. We introduced a basic

theoretical framework including realistic hypotheses and theo-

rems, under which an AS is able to detect route leak initiation

autonomously. The main advantages of our approach include:

a) no reliance on third party information (e.g., vantage points);

b) no changes required to control-plane protocols (e.g., to

BGP); and c) from an engineering perspective, route filters

may be needed for an initial training period to ascertain the

defined hypotheses, but their continuous maintenance is not
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Fig. 8. Topology scenario where AS a cannot observe cross paths between
AS b and AS c.

required. We concede that the theoretical analysis presented in

this paper is valid for detecting—under certain conditions—

route leak initiations only. The detection of a propagated route

leak requires further investigations. Further research is also

needed to find ways of detecting route leaks under conditions

relaxing the hypotheses of Theorems 1 and 2 (e.g., in the

absence of cross paths in the RIBs for the route leaker and

the route owner).
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